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For Baruch S. Blumberg (1925–2011)
Renowned for his contributions to understanding and preventing
viral hepatitis, Baruch Blumberg was awarded a Nobel Prize in medicine in 1976 for work that has had a far-reaching impact on public
health around the globe. He was a deeply philosophical and exceptionally imaginative scientist. University Professor of Medicine and
Anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania and Distinguished Scientist at Fox Chase Cancer Center as well as president of the American
Philosophical Society at his death, he had served as master of Balliol
College, Oxford, and as founding director of the NASA Astrobiology
Institute. As a biochemist and geneticist, he improved the quality of
life on Earth for millions of its inhabitants. As the NAI’s chief, he led
the ongoing search to discover how life might have originated and
evolved here, evidence of its existence elsewhere in the universe, and
hints about its future both on Earth and in the “untrespassed sanctity of space.” As colleague and friend, who chaired the first conversations among many of this book’s contributors at the Institute for
Advanced Study, Princeton, in 2008, Barry was an inspiration to us all.
We remember him for his brilliance, his tenacity, and his easy grace.
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Introduction
Andrew Robinson

Fundamental research . . . may be curiosity driven, but may also result
in an Aladdin’s cave of new knowledge from which who knows what
prizes may come in the future. . . . Anyone casting their eyes over the
work going on in Oxford University in the late 1950s, looking for groups
doing research with commercial potential, would probably have put the
high-magnetic-field team in the Clarendon Laboratory at the bottom of
the list. That work was the starting point for Oxford Instruments, and the
taxes paid and generated by the Company over the years would, in total,
be enough to finance, say, a new university or a hospital. The economic
ramifications of one successful company can be very wide.
—A udrey Wood, cofounder with engineer Martin Wood of Oxford
Instruments, in Magnetic Venture: The Story of Oxford Instruments (2001) 1

In the evolution of science and technology, laws governing exceptional creativity and innovation have yet to be discovered. Writing in
his influential study, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962), the
historian Thomas Kuhn noted that the final stage in a scientific breakthrough such as Albert Einstein’s theory of relativity—that is, the most
crucial stage—was “inscrutable.”2 The same is still true half a century
later.
This lacuna is certainly not for lack of systematic investigation,
stretching back to the creativity research boom of the 1950s and even to
the time of the inventor Thomas Edison. Scientists, engineers, designers, and inventors have a vital interest in understanding and promoting
exceptional creativity and innovation. So do business corporations,
3
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patent offices, government committees and departments for science
and technology, universities, and educational foundations around the
world. Creativity and innovation are also much studied by academics
from disciplines as diverse as psychology, business and management,
economics, sociology, and history. However—at the risk of stating the
obvious—exceptional creativity and innovation are extremely complex, varied, and far-reaching phenomena, which have proved resistant
to measurement, regulation, and planning. Indeed, these very characteristics are intrinsic both to their importance and their allure. The
long-term effects of scientific discoveries and innovations are generally
unpredictable. According to Henry Ford, writing in 1929, “The motion
picture with its universal language, the airplane with its speed, and the
radio with its coming international programme—these will soon bring
the world to a complete understanding. Thus may we vision a United
States of the World. Ultimately, it will surely come!”3 In the past decade,
similar utopian claims have been made for the Internet and the World
Wide Web.
In science, to take just one example of the mystery, consider high
intelligence and exceptional creativity. One might naturally expect
there to be a strong correlation between these two mental faculties.
Lewis Terman, the Stanford University psychologist who first popularized IQ testing in the United States (and the father of one of the
engineers, Frederick Terman, who founded Silicon Valley), discovered
a substantial group of high-IQ (135-plus) school students in California in the early 1920s—soon to be nicknamed “Termites”—and then
monitored their success or failure as they grew into adulthood. But
after following the group’s individual careers over several decades,
Terman and his coworkers were obliged to admit that none of these
gifted students, for all their considerable worldly success, had achieved
anywhere near genius in any field. None of the Termites had won a
Pulitzer Prize or a Nobel Prize, for instance; moreover, Terman’s initial
IQ tests rejected the future Nobel Prize–winner William Shockley, after
twice testing him at school, as they also did another future Nobel Prize
4
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 inner in physics, Luis Alvarez. Had Terman tested Richard Feynman,
w
yet another future Nobel laureate and an icon of twentieth-century
American physics, Terman would have rejected Feynman for his gifted
group, too—given the latter’s reported IQ score (a relatively modest
125), as measured at his school in New York around 1930. Today, it is
widely accepted by psychologists that above an IQ of about 120 there
is no correlation between IQ and exceptional creativity.4
In technology, the path from invention to innovation—that is, an
invention that leads to a commercially successful product—often defies
rationalization. When the telephone was invented in the 1870s, it was
initially regarded not as an altogether new technology but rather as an
improvement of the electric telegraph, which had been invented in the
1830s. Alexander Graham Bell’s 1876 patent on the telephone was titled
“Improvements in Telegraphy.” In a letter to potential British investors,
Bell argued, “All other telegraphic machines produce signals which
require to be translated by experts, and such instruments are therefore extremely limited in their application. But the telephone actually
speaks.”5 Almost as surprising, at least with the wisdom of hindsight, is
the fact that the scientists and engineers who founded the computing
industry in the 1940s–1960s did not foresee that personal computers
would be useful to white-collar workers in offices; that vision arrived
only in the mid-1970s with the founding of the companies Apple and
Microsoft. Perhaps more understandable, yet still surprising, is the
story of the invention of the laser and its subsequent widespread applications. When the first lasers became operational in the early 1960s,
they were regarded as potentially useless for several years. Colleagues
of Charles Townes, one of the laser’s inventors at Bell Laboratories,
famously used to tease him by saying, “That’s a great idea, but it’s a solution looking for a problem.” As Townes admitted some four decades
later, “The truth is, none of us who worked on the first lasers imagined
how many uses there might eventually be.”6
Exceptional Creativity in Science and Technology arises from a symposium with the same title held in November–December 2008, at the
5
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Institute for Advanced Study (IAS) in Princeton. Organized by the
John Templeton Foundation, the symposium had as its chair the Nobel
Prize–winning doctor and geneticist Baruch Blumberg, while its IAS
host was the physicist Freeman Dyson.
Nine of the chapters in the book (chapters 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 11,
plus the Afterword by Freeman Dyson) are from participants in the
symposium, while a further three (chapters 3, 9, and 10) are invited
contributions from nonparticipants, intended to extend the range of
the book by discussing a seminal institution, Bell Laboratories, during
its most creative period; the development of innovative ideas into commercial products; and the experiences of a current inventor working
within a leading university physics department. The original intention
was that the book would be jointly edited by its current editor with
the assistance of Baruch Blumberg, but sadly he passed away in 2011.
The IAS symposium’s chief aim was to discuss the relationship
between exceptional scientific creativity and innovation, individuals, and institutions—with the focus on the United States and Europe
during the modern era. Key questions for the participants included:
What characterizes a creative environment? Which environments most
effectively nurture the highest levels of scientific creativity? What is the
sequence and range of steps leading to the creation of a high-creativity
institution? Do structures such as organizational governance and operating principles matter? To what degree is autonomous self-governance
in research institutions important? What effect do government funding
and regulation have on creativity? To what extent does freedom of
inquiry matter? The study of failures and declines, as well as successes,
is highly illuminating. What are the dynamics that portend fiascos in
attempts to build creative institutions? When and how does an institution lose its creative edge? How do geographically large, amazingly
creative domains such as Silicon Valley come to be, and how can they
be developed elsewhere? How are gifted young people most effectively
encouraged and prepared to pursue careers marked by exceptional creativity in mathematics, science, technology, or technologically based
6
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industry? All of these questions were discussed at the symposium, and
the responses to them form part of this book.
The complexity of the subject is well illustrated by the Princeton
University physicist Philip Anderson in his chapter on “Physics at Bell
Labs, 1949–1984: Young Turks and Younger Turks”—a personal, entertaining, but nonetheless penetrating memoir by a Bell Labs insider who
was a member of the technical staff of Bell Labs from 1949 to 1984 and
was awarded a Nobel Prize in 1977—one of seven Nobels in physics
awarded for work done at Bell Labs. Before the Second World War,
Bell Telephone Laboratories, though already significant innovators
in the communications business, did not encourage curiosity-driven
research. What was it, asks Anderson, that turned the postwar Bell Labs
into an international byword for scientific creativity and invention?
Many people have pondered this question, including several of the
contributors to this book in addition to Anderson. As the science writer
Jon Gertner makes clear in his well-researched study published in 2012,
The Idea Factory: Bell Labs and the Great Age of American Innovation,
Bell Labs veterans, not to mention outside commentators, have come
up with somewhat different answers.7
All agree that the government-approved monopoly over the U.S.
telephone industry enjoyed until 1984 by AT&T, Bell Laboratories’ parent company, created a unique situation that encouraged the company
to support fundamental research—at least partly for reasons of public
interest, but also to protect their telephone monopoly from periodic
government attempts at deregulation. (One is somewhat reminded of a
similar situation in Britain with the BBC, which enjoyed a monopoly in
broadcasting until the mid-1950s.) Another key factor in the Labs’ success was surely the generous salaries and the prodigious resources lavished on Bell Laboratories’ technical staff as a result of AT&T’s financial
wealth. But according to Anderson, the deeper answer to the question
is more subtle than simply these political and financial advantages. It
involves both the culture of the postwar United States and the culture of
Bell Labs’ management, which for a long period attached more value to
7
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scientific and technological creativity than to the commercial exploitation of its groundbreaking inventions. Anderson writes:
Thinking about [the situation] after all this time, it almost
seems inevitable. The key is that in that early burst of hiring
after the war, and the next round brought on by the exhilaration of success, the Labs had done far too well: they had
all but cornered the market. At the same time, the rest of
the world was more and more waking up to the fact that
solid-state physics was something worth pursuing. Finally,
the people they had hired were of a type and quality that was
certain to find the status of docile wage slave, no matter how
paternally coddled, a bit uncomfortable.
Bell Labs’ management, says Anderson, had two alternatives in the
early 1950s. “One was to let us all go, once we had realized our value
in the outside world—to replace us with more docile, if less creative,
scientists who would do what they were told.” The other alternative was
to change the company’s style of management by abandoning the conventional hierarchical structure of an industrial laboratory and introducing some of the elements of a high-flying university. This was the
decision, Anderson observes, that William Shockley, one of the three
discoverers/inventors of the transistor at Bell Labs in the late 1940s,8
forced on the Labs as a consequence of his overbearing treatment of
his co-inventor, John Bardeen. In 1951 Bardeen decided to leave Bell
Labs to work more freely in a university setting, where in due course
he became the world’s only double Nobel laureate in physics. Bardeen’s
unwanted departure was a lesson to Bell Labs’ management. “It is very
much to the credit of the Labs’ management of the time,” comments
Anderson, “that they chose the other alternative, namely to switch to
a very different management style in order to hold on to what they
realized was an irreplaceable asset.”
We shall return to this overarching issue of the role of national and
8
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institutional culture in exceptional science and technology. But first, a
few words on the structure of the book. The eleven chapters are arranged
in a roughly chronological order. Thus, the first six are chiefly, though
by no means exclusively, about the history of the subject. They begin
with a survey of the past 250 years; move on to consider key institutions
in science, such as Niels Bohr’s Copenhagen Institute for Theoretical
Physics, and key scientific and technological breakthroughs, such as
the decoding of the structure of DNA at the Cavendish Laboratory in
Cambridge and the building of an electronic computer at the IAS in
Princeton; and end with the sources of modern engineering innovation, in a chapter which examines examples of historic technological
breakthroughs—for instance, the electric power grid, the automobile,
the airplane, and the microchip—and tries to draw lessons from these
earlier innovations for our contemporary world. This leads naturally
to the second half of the book, which deals mainly with the conditions
required for the current flourishing of exceptional science, technology, and innovation in universities, research institutes, and companies,
finishing up with potential future developments that may arise from
current and projected space missions—in which Baruch Blumberg had
a special interest as the founding director of the NASA Astrobiology
Institute from 1999 to 2002. While the emphasis of the book’s first
half is more on exceptional science, that of the second half is more on
exceptional technology.
In chapter 1, “The Rise and Decline of Hegemonic Systems of Creativity,” the sociologist J. Rogers Hollingsworth and his coauthor
David Gear examine the reasons for the successive dominance of four
national systems of science in the world: first in France from about
1750 to the early decades of the nineteenth century; then in Germany
from the mid-nineteenth century to the first decade of the twentieth
century; then in Britain during the first half of twentieth century; and
finally in the United States during the second half of the twentieth
century to date—an American dominance that some fear may now be
declining, possibly to give way to the rise of science and technology in
9
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Asia, especially China. The authors argue that highly creative science
systems became embedded only in those countries that were economic,
political, and military hegemons. A country’s economic, political, and
military hegemonic power gave birth to its scientific hegemony. A
scientific hegemon tended to dominate the world’s leading scientific
journals, it established standards of excellence in most scientific fields,
its language became the dominant one in facilitating scientific communication with other countries, its leading scientists acquired prominence in the global world of science, and young people flocked to the
hegemonic country for training. However, as a country’s economic,
political, and military power began to decline relative to other countries, a relative decline took place in its scientific creativity.
There can be no doubt that France, Germany, Britain, and the United
States did indeed dominate the world scientific scene during the periods ascribed to them above. Yet the existence of a direct link between
exceptional scientific and technological creativity and national economic, political, and military dominance may not be as straightforward as appears at first sight. For example (as noted by the authors),
science, especially physics, flourished at the University of Göttingen
in the 1920s, despite the collapse of German power and the German
economy after the First World War, until the rise of the Nazis in 1933.
It also flourished in Copenhagen during the same period and after,
despite Denmark’s economic, political, and military insignificance.
Although most of the credit for this belongs to Niels Bohr, his institute received financial support from both the Danish government and
Danish foundations (as discussed by Gino Segrè in chapter 2). In India,
exceptionally creative science was also carried out during the first half
of the twentieth century by Indians such as the Calcutta-based theoretical physicist S. N. Bose, who collaborated with Einstein on Bose-
Einstein statistics (hence the fundamental particles known as bosons),
and the Bangalore-based experimental physicist C. V. Raman, who was
awarded Asia’s first Nobel Prize in science in 1930. None of this interna-

10
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tionally renowned Indian scientific research was actively encouraged
by the politically dominant British colonial power.9
But perhaps the most problematic example for the above thesis is
that of Britain. Exceptionally creative science occurred in Britain long
before the United Kingdom and its empire became the world’s dominant power in the late nineteenth century, beginning in the seventeenth
century with William Harvey, Isaac Newton, Robert Boyle, Robert
Hooke, and some other fellows of the Royal Society. Their discoveries
were followed by the first industrial revolution, starting in England
in the second half of the eighteenth century. Exceptional science and
technology continued in the second half of the twentieth century after
the disappearance of Britain’s international political dominance. As
Hollingsworth and Gear observe, British scientists have received more
than two dozen Nobel Prizes for work begun after 1950. Something
more than Britain’s economic, political, and military hegemony in the
first half of the twentieth century must have been at work in the development of exceptional British science and technology.
A good picture of what this something was appears in the foreword
to a recent book on science and technology in eighteenth-century
England, written by two historians of science, the astronomer Patrick
Moore and Allan Chapman. After mentioning some of the important
seventeenth-century British scientists, Moore and Chapman comment:
As well as providing this succession of great discoveries, Britain’s wider culture proved very conducive to scientific and
technological innovation. Despite the poverty and despair
highlighted by artists like William Hogarth and other social
commentators, Britain (and England in particular) had the
largest, richest, and most independent middle class in world
history: a people who had both formed and been formed by
a variety of circumstances peculiar to Britain and its emerging American colonies. These included a Parliament-based

11
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political and legal tradition, a popular monarchy whose
powers were limited by statute, a free press, a tolerant state
Church from which one had the right to “Dissent,” and a
flourishing economy, with a great deal of spare cash being
generated from overseas trade and industrial enterprise and
by the already globally dominant City of London.
So Georgian England had numerous comfortably-off middling country gentry, clergy, and professionals, with money
to spend and leisure in which to enjoy its fruits. Moreover,
since it was regarded as a gentleman’s prerogative to act
freely, an individual might spend his money as wisely or as
foolishly as he chose. Besides sport, theatre, balls, and fun,
such people actively pursued art, music, and science. Indeed,
a gentleman’s credibility rested on his knowledge of “culture,”
and by 1750 this would include such things as Newton’s Laws
or how clocks worked, as well as architecture, perspective
drawing, literature, racehorses, dogs, and boxing.10
Just such a culture encouraged the development of one of England’s
greatest polymaths, Thomas Young, who was born in the rural county
of Somerset in 1773 and grew up among Quaker bankers, about whom
I wrote a biography titled The Last Man Who Knew Everything. Best
known in science for his discovery of the interference of light waves
in his double-slit experiment around 1801, Young (whose profession
was actually medicine) has numerous other claims to fame—in physics, the physiology of the eye, linguistics, and even Egyptology, where
he was the first to decipher the Rosetta Stone with a degree of success
and thereby launched the decipherment of the Egyptian hieroglyphs.
In an exhibition on Young arranged by London’s Science Museum for
his bicentenary in 1973, the organizers went so far as to state, “Young
probably had a wider range of creative learning than any other Englishman in history. He made discoveries in nearly every field he studied.”11
National cultures, even though we may struggle to define them,
12
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are therefore influential on exceptional creativity in science and technology. Moreover, they can inhibit creativity, as well as encourage it.
Inhibition has tended to be the case, at least until very recently, in
Asian cultures. Postcolonial India, for example, has failed to fulfill the
scientific promise shown by its exceptional scientists in the first half
of the twentieth century, largely because of the Indian government’s
bureaucratic dominance of Indian universities and even the best Indian
research institutes, coupled with the debilitating effect of caste politics. Although Indians—for instance, the astrophysicist Subrahmanyan
Chandrasekhar—have won Nobel Prizes since C. V. Raman in 1930,
in each case the prize was awarded for work carried out in universities in the United States or Europe, not in India. Regarding Japan,
the Japanese-born engineer Shuji Nakamura, who pioneered the white
and blue LEDs (light-emitting diodes) while working for a company
in Japan, later immigrated to the United States because he found it
difficult to function successfully in Japan as an inventor. “Everything
is different in the U.S. Individuals are important, whereas in Japan the
group as a whole is valued more,” Nakamura said in 2007. “This might
be the strength of U.S. research, because inventions always come from
individuals rather than from groups. I think individual creativity is
more likely to flourish in the U.S. system, whereas the system in Japan is
more suitable to mass production.”12 Regarding China, a Chinese-born
environmental scientist, Peng Gong, with experience of working in
universities in both China and the United States, wrote in the scientific
journal Nature in 2012,
Two cultural genes have passed through generations of
Chinese intellectuals for more than 2,000 years. The first
is the thoughts of Confucius, who proposed that intellectuals should become loyal administrators. The second is the
writings of Zhuang Zhou, who said that harmonious society
would come from isolating families so as to avoid exchange
and conflict, and by shunning technology to avoid greed.
13
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Together, these cultures have encouraged small-scale and
self-sufficient practices in Chinese society, but discouraged
curiosity, commercialization, and technology. They helped
to produce a scientific void in Chinese society that persisted
for millennia. And they continue to be relevant today.13
The influence of cultures, whether national or institutional, or both
together, turns out to be a connecting theme of this book. Although it
is explicit in chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and 11, it is implicit in chapters 5, 6, 8,
9, and 10, as well as the Afterword.
In chapter 2, “Exceptional Creativity in Physics,” physicist Gino
Segrè identifies the circumstances that foster exceptional creativity in
science, especially physics, by concentrating on two important historical institutions: the Copenhagen Institute for Theoretical Physics (now
renamed the Niels Bohr Institute) during the 1920s, and Enrico Fermi’s
group at the University of Rome during the 1930s. The first institution played a key role in the development of quantum mechanics, the
second in the development of nuclear physics. The chapter considers
the particular times, places, environments, mentoring, and individuals involved, and tries to draw some general conclusions. What is the
opportune time to recognize that a field has evolved to the point where
exceptional intellectual challenges—the 1913 Bohr model of the atom
(for Bohr’s group) and James Chadwick’s 1932 discovery of the neutron
(for Fermi’s group)—or their applications can significantly alter the
way people live and work? In what kind of institutions can one address
these challenges? What sort of encouragement is beneficial, and how
important is it to have a variety of backgrounds and training? In what
ways do mentors need to be involved in the research in question? Who
are the exceptional individuals who can respond to these challenges,
and how are they identified? What type of educational system promotes
their development? How can such individuals be encouraged and supported? Although Bohr was essentially a theorist while Fermi was an
experimentalist who was also a theorist, many of their answers to the
14
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